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why i’m writing women 
scientists back in to history.
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what you are all doing/going 
to do is very important.



“Wikipedia is built 
on the personal 
interests and 
idiosyncrasies of its 
contributors. You 
could even say it is 
built on love.”

@rgcooke



why Wikipedia is *super* important 
during the pandemic:
∗ the general public
∗ home schooling + education
∗ academics
∗ historians





for the general public:
∗non-partisan, up-to-date source of information on a 

trusted platform
∗first pre-print pandemic: impact on journalism
∗create, edit and improve pages about covid-19/ covid-

19 researchers
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for education:
∗ help design + deliver class projects for high school + 

university teachers to help with shift to online delivery
(can be data related)

∗ improve educational resources for > 1/5th of world who 
are on lockdown

∗ improve offline access to content
∗ ensure content is representative



for researchers:
∗lockdown 

writing/researching 
opportunities

∗data sharing, data 
generation















18.37 %
≃10 %
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how what we do relates to 
what you do.
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https://www.theatlantic.com/science/archive/2019/02/womens-history-in-science-hidden-footnotes/582472/




wiki content:
• which pages are more likely to be 

nominated for deletion?
• length of a deletion discussion for 

men/women
• who is missing? (newspaper, 

acknowledgements of journals analysis)
• what is missing? Topics, how this 

impacts interdisciplinary science
• support your local wikimedians in 

residence and wiki-editing community
wiki journeys: 
∗ how do people get to a biography/page?
∗ how much time people spend reading these 

biographies?

wiki editors:
∗ who are they?
∗ where are they?
∗ what are they editing?
∗ what happens to new editors, 

why don’t they stay?



thank you

@jesswade
jessica.wade@imperial.ac.uk







academic notability criteria

👎

👎

👎

👎

• the person's research has had a significant impact in 
their scholarly discipline as demonstrated by 
independent reliable sources.

• the person has received a highly prestigious academic 
award or honour at a national or international level.

• the person is or has been an elected member of a 
highly selective and prestigious scholarly society or 
association.

• the person holds or has held distinguished professor 
appointment at a major institution of higher education 
and research




